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Two fairytastic stories in one book! Rosetta loves pretty dresses! In Rosetta's Dress
Mess, Rosetta gets conked on the head and loses her talent for dress designing. Is her
fairy flair lost forever? And then in Rosetta's Daring Day, Rosetta has to survive a day
filled with all the things her fairy friend Fawn loves most...frogs, mud, and worms!
What's a fancy fairy like Rosetta to do? Come along on this reading adventure with
Rosetta! ©2016 Disney Enterprises, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Read along with Disney! Jasmine and Aladdin are getting married! Jasmine decides
that her wedding will be exactly like her mother's. That way she'll still be a part of her
wedding. But as Jasmine starts to plan, she realizes she's missing a "treasure of
treasures". Will Jasmine find it before she says "I do"?
When Queen Clarion hosts a Fairy Treasure Hunt, Rani is worried that being partnered
with Ronan, the slowest sparrow man in Never Land, will cause her to lose a bet with
Vidia.
The fairies of Pixie Hollow are using their magical powers again. Prilla, the only fairy
that does not know what her talent is, is in a bit of trouble with a butterfly. What exactly
does she lie about? Join the fairies in their adventure with Prilla and find out everything
about the butterfly lie.
After losing her panpipes, shy Trill convinces some of the other music-talent fairies to
try less traditional instruments in the upcoming Oceanside Symphony concert. Original.
Discovering a secondary talent for inventing things, garden-talent fairy Lily creates a
hardy new flower that inadvertently discolors all the other flowers in Pixie Hollow.
Original.
Tinker Bell, a pots-and-pans fairy who loves fixing things, has lost her hammer and now
everything she tries to repair goes wrong, but in order to get her talent back, she may
have to visit a former friend who once hurt her feelings.
Rosetta and Fawn are complete opposites. Rosetta loves fancy dresses and flowers.
Fawn would rather go on adventures with her animal friends. So when the queen
throws a fancy dinner, Rosetta and Fawn make a deal: If Fawn dresses up for the
dinner and minds her manners, Rosetta will spend a day doing whatever Fawn wants.
But can their friendship survive a day of frogs, mud, and . . . worms?

Fairy Haven's newest arrival, Prilla, along with Rani and Vidia, embarks on a
journey filled with danger, sacrifice, and adventure. The fate of Never Land rests
on their shoulders.
When a new art-talent fairy name Scarlett arrives, Bess thinks she needs to
teach her a thing or two. But in the end it might be Bess who has something to
learn!
The sun is up and Thumper is ready to start the day. He wakes up his sisters and
takes them through the morning rituals of combing their tails and eating
breakfast, they hop through the forest with him and discover their forest friends
doing the same things. With sturdy boards and gliding windows with foil
surprises, this title is sure to be a hit with little ones.
In this best-selling sequel to Fairy Dust and the Quest for the Egg, Newbery
Honor-winning author Gail Carson Levine and illustrator David Christiana spin a
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riveting fairy tale about the dangers of dreams come true.
The fairies of Pixie Hollow are using their magical powers again. Beck, the
talented bird speaking fairy finds herself on a sea adventure. But how will her sea
legs hold up? Join the fairies in this adventure with Beck and find out how she
fairs at sea.
Read along with Disney! This early reader is inspired by the story of the cheetahs
from the Disneynature film. Kids will love the beautiful pictures of a mother
cheetah and her cubs, taken as the filmmakers follow their journey. With simple
text and full-color images, this reader is perfect for newly independent readers.
Follow the second star on your right and fly straight on till morning and you’ll find
a place you know from your dreams–Never Land. Past the pirate ships and Peter
Pan’s secret hideaway is Pixie Hollow. A great old maple tree grows there, and
in it live hundreds of fairies. For, you see, Pixie Hollow is the Never fairies’
kingdom, and each fairy who lives there has a special, extraordinary talent.
Tinker Bell loves to fix broken pots and pans. Vidia flies faster than every other
fairy. Beck talks–and listens–to animals. Lily can make any flower, tree, or plant
grow. Come on a magical journey with Disney Fairies . . . all it takes is faith, trust,
and a little pixie dust! The first four enchanting chapter book stories of Pixie
Hollow are available in time for the holidays, boxed together in a lovely set,
shrinkwrapped, and packaged with a never-before-available Fairies poster!
When Vidia, a disagreeable fairy, finds herself accused of stealing the Queen's
tiara, she enlists the aid of a fellow sprite to help investigate and the two race
against time to clear Vidia's name.
Rani doesn't fit in. Without wings, she doesn’t feel like she belongs with the other
fairies. Rani sets off on a perilous journey to find a home, a journey that leads her
underwater, deep into the lagoon, where the mermaids live.
Whether he's laughing with his friends, thinking really hard, or itching to explore,
Thumper's foot just won't stop thumping. In this charming board book, little ones can
use the pull-tabs to see Thumper do what he does best: thump!
Follow the delightful adventures of Thumper when he discovers a bright blue egg as he
hops through the forest one day. He tries to find its nest but cant see one anywhere.
So, while he and his sister Daisy keep a watchful eye on the egg, his other sisters
search for the eggs mama. Preschoolers and toddlers will be enchanted by this
adorable story. Beautifully illustrated throughout, this storybook will be a wonderful
addition to a young childs library.
Rosetta loves pretty dresses! In Rosetta's Dress Mess, Rosetta gets conked on the
head and loses her talent for dress designing. Is her fairy flair lost forever? And then in
Rosetta's Daring Day, Rosetta has to survive a day filled with all the thing
Rosetta, a dainty garden-talent fairy, and her friend Fawn, a rough-and-tumble animaltalent fairy, face their fears when Fawn agrees to dress up for a fancy dinner with the
queen and Rosetta spends the next day doing Fawn's favorite things.
As his pet cockroach keeps him company, Wally the robot shovels and scoops trash
into his compacter every day, creating compacted trash blocks, and finding "goodies" to
collect .
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Illustrations and rhyming text describe a pair of twin sisters, who look very much alike
but have different hobbies and interests.
Lily has a talent for making things grow. So when she finds a mysterious seed in the
middle of the woods, she plants it. But the seedling that comes up is not anything Lily
expected. It stinks and it oozes sap. Will Lily have to pull up her poor pesky plant?

Dulcie the fairy, who likes to work hard as head baker for Queen Clarion,
reluctantly takes a vacation.
Fairies Iridessa and Tinker Bell find themselves trapped inside a pirate's bottle,
floating on the sea after their plans to use the bottle to scare away an owl go
awry. Original.
Assisting her friends in Pixie Hollow, Myka the sharp-eyed scouting fairy triggers
a false alarm when she mistakes one of her observations for a threat, an event
after which she struggles with self-doubt. Original.
Beck, a fairy, has a talent for talking to animals, but that may not be enough
when she tries to mediate a war between the hummingbirds and the chipmunks.
Garden talent and fashion trendsetter Rosetta is thrilled to be asked to design a
dress for the fairy fashion show, but when she loses her sense of style, she must
ask her less fashionable friends for help. Original.
Messy, creative Bess is perfectly happy creating her paintings in her out-of- theway studio, never worrying about what the other fairies think. But after she
unveils a new portrait of Tinker Bell, every sparrow man and fairy in Pixie Hollow
wants their own!
From berry patches to babbling brooks, Thumper leads his sisters on a good oldfashioned summer adventure. With adorable illustrations, sturdy board pages,
and lyrical text, this is the perfect introduction to summer for little ones.
With the Purple Moon Night Ball approaching, Hem, a talented seamstress, has
big dreams of creating a beautiful new dress until all the other fairies ask her to
make new dresses for them.
Read along with Disney! Young ones will love seeing the elephants in India, sea turtles
in Hawaii, pandas in China, and more! The book includes all-new artwork that's colorful,
modern, and inspired by Mary Blair's designs for the famous Disney theme parks
attraction, "It's a Small World"!
Read along with Disney! Children can count from one to ten with friends from around
the world in this charming book. The book includes all-new artwork that's colorful,
modern, and inspired by Mary Blair's designs for the famous Disney theme parks
attraction, "It's a Small World"!
Vidia finds her status as the fastest fairy in Pixie Hollow jeopardized by the arrival of a
fast-flying newcomer named Wisp.
Flattered at first that all the other fairies and sparrow men want her to paint their
portraits, Bess soon begins to feel overwhelmed and tries to find a way to return to the
kind of painting she really wants to do.
When Tinkerbell runs low on pots and pans to repair, she begins trying to fix fairies
instead, whether they want her help or not.
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